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WW I (and years after) Langevin:  powerful sources of ultrasound

1927  Wood & Loomis:  „(Physical and) biological effects of high 
frequency sound waves of great intensity“ (Phil. Mag. 4, 417)

1928/29  Harvey & Loomis:  „The destruction of luminous bacteria by high 
frequency sound waves“ (J. Bacteriology 17, 373, 1929)

1934  Takahashi & Christensen:  „The virucidal action of high frequency
sound radiation“ (Science 79, 415)

1962  Hughes & Nyborg:  „Cell disruption by ultrasound“ (Science 138, 108)

…

2001  Jatzwauk et al.: „How to improve instrument disinfection by
ultrasound“ (J. Hosp. Infection 48, S80)

Very small history of ultrasound and disinfection

Bubbles and cavitation play an important role !

2011  Cavitation is NOT standardized yet !!!

„(…) before ultrasound can be accepted as an integral part of 
the cleaning and disinfection process of medical instruments, 
(…) cavitation must be standardized.“



It could be so easy…

… but it‘s not.

btw: I wouldn‘t do THIS!!!

One of MANY patents



Cavitation:

„The rupture of liquid under tensile stress 
and the accompanying phenomena“

• appearance of bubbles (nucleation) 

• bubble dynamics (oscillation, translation, splitting, …)

• collapse effects (shock waves, erosion, chemistry, luminescence, …)

• collective effects (structure formation, sound propagation, …)

Sankin, Mettin, Geisler, Teslenko, Lauterborn, DAGA 2001exposure 10 ns, interframe time 500 ns



Appearance of acoustic cavitation

View into ultrasonic bath (40 kHz)



View into ultrasonic tank (130 kHz)

Appearance of acoustic cavitation



Acoustic cavitation structures (~20…100 kHz)
„Zoo“ , depending on sound field, liquid, geometry etc.

filament
bow/ring double layer

conical structure flare structure smoker

sonotrode cloud

(R. Mettin, in: “Bubble and Particle Dynamics in Acoustic Fields“ , 2005)

and others…



cavitation structures are
complex systems…

…with single bubbles
as constituents



Even rather dense bubble fields often appear composed from
separate, quite spherical individual bubbles !

3mm horn @ 20kHz 
exposure 1/60 sec exposure 1/20000 sec

Description on a single bubble level seems to make sense!
R
. M

ettin: „From
a single

bubble
to bubble

structures
in acoustic

cavitation“
(2007)



BUT:
Bubble „life“ is very difficult to 
observe in a standard way:

too small scales
too fast events

Therefore it is at first hand 
SECRET !!!



We depend on our „paparazzi“: 
Modern high-speed cameras

Photron APX-RS
(250 kfps, 1μs)

Imacon 468
(100 Mfps, 10ns)



… and on theoretical work: 
Pencil, paper and computer



The secret life of bubbles:

1. Birth



Bubble Nucleation
Where do the acoustic cavitation bubbles come from?

A) Spontaneous nucleation

2 mm

bubble appears „ad hoc“ in a region of high acoustic pressure
and develops a fast moving cluster (cause e.g. an advected
„nucleus“ – dust, microbubble - or ionizing radiation, or…)

20 kHz, 1000 fps, exposure 1.5 μs



20 kHz, 1000 fps, exposure 1.5 μs

Bubble Nucleation
R
. M

ettin: „From
a single

bubble
to bubble

structures
in acoustic

cavitation“
(2007)



B) Continuous nucleation (e.g. filaments)

bubbles appear continuously from „invisible“ sources

has something to do with degassing

probably merging of microbubbles + gas diffusion

possible source bubbles on walls

20 kHz, exposure 1.5 μs

Bubble Nucleation
R
. M

ettin: „From
a single

bubble
to bubble

structures
in acoustic

cavitation“
(2007)



C) Splitting off from existing bubbles

(micro) bubbles are ejected from surface unstable other
bubbles (surface modes, jets, …)

sonotrode 20 kHz, 50000 fps, exposure 20 μs

5 m
m

Bubble Nucleation



permanent re-feeding of bubbles and „germs“ (micro bubbles)

self-sustained system (hysteresis)

… remember also the bubble cluster emerging from a single spontaneous
nucleation event!

sonotrode 20 kHz, 20000 fps, exposure 20 μs

5 m
m

Bubble Nucleation
C) Splitting off from existing bubbles

R. Mettin: „From a single bubble to bubble structures in acoustic cavitation“ (2007)



2. Vibrations

The secret life of bubbles:



Spherical bubble dynamics

acoustic frequency: 23 kHz
framerate 100000 / s
exposure time 2 μs  
image width ca. 2mm



Spherical bubble dynamics

Modelling with e.g. the Gilmore equation yields bubble radius R(t)

Inertial terms

surface tension

viscosity of liquid

pressure at the
bubble wall

driving terms

Mach number of bubble wall
enthalpie

Tait equation

static and driving
pressure

sound speed

Gilmore equation



Bubble in ultrasonic field: driven nonlinear oscillator

Blake threshold
(surface tension)

nonlinear
resonances

Period doubling
and chaos

20 kHz

Lauterborn & Mettin, in: NATO ASI Vol. 524 
Sonochemistry and Sonoluminescence, 1999

diagramm: „response“ (Rmax – R0) / R0 vs. rest radius R0



Shown: „response“ (Rmax – R0) / R0 vs. R0 and sound frequency

linear resonance frequency:

Blake threshold:

Resonance diagram (3d)



Volume oscillation with strong expansion and

violent collapse

important form of oscillation at the Blake threshold:
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bubble in bubble-trap @ 25 kHz



3. Collapse

The secret life of bubbles:



Volume oscillation with strong expansion and

violent collapse

important form of oscillation at the Blake threshold:
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bubble in bubble-trap @ 25 kHz



Collapse effects

luminescencechemical reactions

external shock waves internal shocks (?)
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Andrea Thiemann et al., DPI

Cavitation in H2SO4 (conc.) with Na2SO4 + Xe

ac. frequency: 23 kHz

Sonoluminescence



Sonoluminescence

Andrea Thiemann et al., DPI



Sonoluminescence

Andrea Thiemann et al., DPI



red emission region:

775000 fps
1/775000 s
Image width: 420 μm

100000 fps
1/517000 s 
Image width 1135 μm

High-speed recordings of bubble dynamics

Sonoluminescence

Andrea Thiemann et al., DPI



Sonoluminescence

gas volume compression ratios of  500 … 1000 (+ ?)

temperatures reach 5000 … 20000 K and beyond

pressures of  250 … 73000 bar (+ ?)



Nuclear reactions ???

SCIENCE 295, 1868 (8.3.2002)R. Taleyarkhan
(Oak Ridge)

D + D T + p

D + D 3He + n (2.45 Mev)



SCIENCE 295, 1868 (8.3.2002)

Phys. Rev. Lett.

89, 104302

(2.9.2002)

?

Nuclear reactions ???



HOWEVER:

Yet not reproduced by other researchers!!!

nuclear emissions unclear emissions !



4. Jetset

The secret life of bubbles:



Cleaning by ultrasound (cavitation)

Cleaning of 

optics and glass

metal surfaces

fine mechanical parts etc. 

usually in the kHz region

wafers (mikrochip industry)

typically „megasound“ = MHz region



Cleaning mechanism (standard point of view)

cleaning similar to erosion !

aspherical bubble collapse at the solid surface

liquid “jet“ and shock waves

Lindau & Lauterborn, AIP 524, ISNA-15 (2000) J. Fluid Mech. 479 (2003) u.a.m.

100 Mio. fps



Ohl, Arora Dijkink, Vanve, Lohse (2006)

Philipp & Lauterborn (1998)

Erosion/cleaning mechanism:
jet and shock waves



Cleaning: Double layer structure „at work“

cleaning by a double layer („jellyfish“) structure at 40 kHz  
(recordings at 1120 fps)

Krefting, Mettin, Lauterborn, Ultrason.Sonochem. 11 (2004)

scattered light, exposure 880 μs background flash 5 μs



Typically inhomogeneous cleaning patterns

Cleaning test 
with standard

field

Cleaning test 
with

„wandering“
standing wave



Interaction of bubble and living cell

Bubble expansion:

stretching of membrane

Bubble collapse:

jet and rupture of  membrane

exposure 200 ns, interframe time 1000 ns

exposure 200 ns, interframe time 600 ns

Wolfrum et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 81 (2002)



extreme cell deformation in shear flow of jet

exposure 200 ns, interframe time 400 ns

Interaction of bubble and living cell

Wolfrum et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 81 (2002)



5. Travel

The secret life of bubbles:



High-speed stereo recordings

Reconstructed filamentary structure

stereo raw data

Reconstructed bubble tracks J. Appel et al., Ultrasonics Sonochemistry 11, (2004).



Modelling of bubble translation

forces on bubbles lead to translational motion and 
dynamic bubble structures

Which forces are responsable for structure formation? 

Acoustic forces are dominant !



Acoustic forces

Primary Bjerknes force

Secondary
Bjerknes force



Time-averaged equation(s) of motion

Acoustic forces together with drag force and added mass force 
determine bubble motion „particle model“



6. Instabilities

The secret life of bubbles:



Surface instabilities
Volume oscillations can excite aspherical forms of oscillation!

1 mm

25 kHz, 2250 fps, exposure 400 μs

R
. M

ettin: „From
a single

bubble
to bubble

structures
in acoustic

cavitation“
(2007)



Surface instabilities

And surface-oscillating bubbles can also clean!

Andrea Thiemann et al., DPI



Diffusional instability

„quiet“ small bubbles dissolve due to surface tension (if
not somehow stabilized)

oscillating bubbles can grow by accumulation of gas 
dissolved in the liquid: „rectified diffusion“ and rise



7. Interactions and structures

The secret life of bubbles:



Time-averaged equation(s) of motion

Acoustic forces together with drag force and added mass force 
determine bubble motion „particle model“



Example 1:

Filament structure in a standing wave (25 kHz, 1.5 bar)

Structure formation
R
. M

ettin: „From
a single

bubble
to bubble

structures
in acoustic

cavitation“
(2007)



Example 2:

„conical bubble structure“ under a wide sonotrode
(travelling decaying wave, 20 kHz, some bar)

Structure formation
R
. M

ettin: „From
a single

bubble
to bubble

structures
in acoustic

cavitation“
(2007)



Example 3:

Double layer („jellyfish“) structure in strong standing wave and degassed water
(25 kHz, ~2 bar)

Structure formation



Simulation with particle model

Structure formation

R
. M

ettin: „From
a single

bubble
to bubble

structures
in acoustic

cavitation“
(2007)



Structure formation
Example 4:

“Miller array“:
bigger, almost „quiet“ bubbles close to pressure nodes
often from degassing

Andrea Thiemann et al., DPI



Conclusion

The (not any more that) secret life of bubbles:

nucleation

oscillation

collapse

jetting

translation

instabilities

interactions and structures



--- microscopic effects on bacteria better understood:
mechanical rupture of cell wall by liquid shear flow (induced by strong

bubble collapse / jetting / oscillation, bubble microstreaming, acoustic
streaming)

some (but less) influence by sonochemical products (radicals)
ALSO transient cell wall permeabilization possible
RISK: declustering of bacteria aggregates and spreading
AND: damage of material/instruments

--- effects on viruses less explored
possibly similar to above

Concluding remarks on sterilization by cavitation



--- BUT macroscopic control and reproducibility remains difficult!
cavitation is a „grainy“ process
cavitation is a sensitive multiparameter system
bubbles tend to form inhomogeneous spatial structures

--- possibly SYNERGETIC (combined) methods most promising

--- VERY SPECIFIC solutions possibly controllable

Concluding remarks on sterilization by cavitation

Standardization in the context of cleaning is actually discussed !
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Thank you very much!
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